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ABSTRACT

mentions is partitioned by different names. Blocking partitions this
set of names into subsets (blocks) while minimizing (1) block size
and (2) number of synonymous author mentions separated across
blocks. During AND, each block is partitioned further by authors.
Theoretically, blocking could be omitted altogether. Nothing prevents a hypothetical, super-effective AND method from discriminating perfectly among a single giant block of author mentions.
However, not only would the computational complexity of AND
(roughly quadratic) render this approach infeasible, but we would
also have to combine the constraints of name-matching with the
similarities of our disambiguation method. This could be done in a
constrained clustering setup, but constrained clustering is NP-hard
[2]. Therefore, blocking is usually assumed a preprocessing step to
AND. Formally, we have

In this work, we address the problem of blocking in the context
of author name disambiguation. We describe a framework that
formalizes different ways of name-matching to determine which
names could potentially refer to the same author. We focus on
name variations that follow from specifying a name with different completeness (i.e. full first name or only initial). We extend
this framework by a simple way to define traditional, new and custom blocking schemes. Then, we evaluate different old and new
schemes in the Web of Science. In this context we define and compare a new type of blocking schemes. Based on these results, we
discuss the question whether name-matching can be used in blocking evaluation as a replacement of annotated author identifiers.
Finally, we argue that blocking can have a strong impact on the
application and evaluation of author disambiguation.
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Due to the interplay of synonymy and homonymy, names N and
system author clusters A are on the same level in this hierarchy.
System authors and names both partition the blocks B they are in,
but often differently. Gold author clusters G might be split across
different blocks, showing blocking errors. Unfortunately, gold authors are never fully known in real world datasets. However, two
indicators might be available: (1) Author mentions share an annotated author identifier. For example, in the Web of Science, a subset
of the author mentions have been annotated with a researcher-ID
assigning them to real world authors. (2) Mentions have matching
names. Two names match if they could refer to the same author.
For example, it is reasonable to assume that John Doe refers to
a different person than Jack Doe. One might think that different
names refer to different persons, so that B could be obtained by
looking at each name N separately (B = N ). However, two types
of factors introduce name synonymy: (a) factors like spelling mistakes, different formats, short-forms, language-specificity or name
changes; (b) different completeness in the specification of a name.
In this work, we confine ourselves to the latter, as it has not been addressed in previous work and constitutes a basic problem beyond
error-correction and normalization. Consider John Doe and J. H.
Doe which might both refer to the same person. Both names give
four pieces of information: In the first case, we are given the initial
of the surname, the full surname, the initial of the first name and
the full first name. In the second case, we are not given the full first
name, but the initial of the second name. As is often done in the
context of AND, we could normalize both names to J. Doe, but that
would also include Jack Doe and many other names. Apparently,
the blocking problem cannot be solved by the usual normalization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In author name disambiguation (AND), a set of author names mentioned on (scientific) documents is clustered into separate persons.
This resolves author name homonymy (different authors can share
the same name). A related problem is author name synonymy, where
the same author has different names. Descriptions of the homonymy problem and its consequences are frequently found in the literature (i.e., in [14, 19]). The synonymy problem is not as present. To
deal with different names for one and the same author, methods often referred to as blocking are applied. Naturally, the set of author
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In this work, we show that name-matching and blocking have
a strong influence on AND. We propose a formal framework that
combines both aspects to foster further investigation into effective
blocking schemes. Also, we hope to establish new standards for
the evaluation of AND methods that better regard the influence
of blocking. We assume that author identifiers are only available
for evaluation purposes and can therefore not be used for blocking. Furthermore, we assume that the usual normalization steps
have been applied and we are left with names that can be parsed
into a format with eight fields of information: the initial and the
full string of up to three first names and the surname. Now we
can define the MATCH -relation over all pairs (N , N ′ ) of names,
which holds if and only if each field of N has either the same value
as the respective field in N ′ or at least one of them has no value
specified. The main problem is that this relation is symmetric, reflexive, but not transitive. For example, J. Doe can refer to John
Doe or Jack Doe, but John Doe cannot refer to the same person as
Jack Doe. Therefore, the MATCH-relation cannot be used directly
to partition the mention space X . It can still be used to evaluate
the blocking B, although one has to be aware that perfect results
are impossible (as in the last example). This means that we strive
to obtain a partitioning B of author names (and the mentions that
carry them) in which matches and ultimately also equal identifiers
are captured within single blocks and not across them (measured
as Recall) while keeping the blocks relatively homogeneous (measured as Precision). We evaluate to which extend different blocking
schemes are able to satisfy these objectives.
As the author ambiguity problem is solved by a combination
of blocking and disambiguation, two questions arise that need to
be answered in order to investigate the impact of blocking on disambiguation: (i) How much is already achieved by blocking? (ii)
Which mistakes are introduced that cannot be made up for during disambiguation? The answer to these questions can be given
as Precision and Recall values. The collection X as it is has perfect Recall (since all correct pairs of author mentions are included)
and the lowest possible Precision (since all incorrect pairs are also
included). Both blocking and disambiguation lower Recall and increase Precision. Therefore, we can specify the above questions:
(i) How much Precision is already achieved by blocking (blocking
Precision, bPrec)? (ii) How much Recall is already lost (blocking
Recall, bRec)? Considering names as disjoint sets of mentions, we
note that 1 − bPrec is homonymy rate (how many mention pairs
with the same name refer to different persons?) and 1−bRec is synonymy rate (how many co-referring pairs have different names?).
The blocking scheme defines what "same name" means. The urgency of the above questions is underlined by the fact that most
work on AND does not report which portion of their method’s
Precision is due to blocking and compute Recall only within the
disambiguated block, thereby ignoring mistakes across blocks. We
investigate the following research questions:

J
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Figure 1: Two examples of author name type representations
In the next section, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we show
how to represent names in a directed acyclic graph and formally
define a number of relations that are helpful in this context (RQ1).
In Section 4 we use this formalism to define different blocking
schemes (RQ2), some of which are new (RQ4). In Section 5, we
give implementational details. In Section 6, we evaluate different
blocking schemes to answer RQ3, RQ5 and also RQ6. The conclusion addresses all research questions, but puts particular focus on
RQ5 and RQ6.

2 RELATED WORK
Author Name Ambiguity. Harzing [7] compares ambiguity in
names from different cultural backgrounds. She finds that the extend of ambiguity influences scientific performance indicators. This
claim is supported by Strotmann and Zhao [21], who investigate
the impact of AND on citation networks. They show that a number
of researchers are top-ranked because they are mixed with others
that have the same name. Kramer, Momeni and Mayr [13] evaluate gold author information in the Web of Science. They find that
the researcher-ID is a good author identifier. Ferreiro, Goncalves
and Laender [4] give an overview over different approaches to
AND. They introduce a taxonomy that distinguishes among others between author grouping (resolving synonymy) and author assignment (homonymy). In a more recent comparison, Hussain and
Ashger [8] discuss AND methods since 2010 and try to pinpoint
strengths and weaknesses of the selected approaches. They use a
different taxonomy focusing on the technology used (i.e., machine
learning, graph-based, etc.).
Author Name Disambiguation. AND can be seen as a supervised
or unsupervised problem. With supervision, either author mentions are assigned to existing authors, or pairs of author mentions
are classified as belonging to the same author. De Carvalho et al. [3]
present a heuristic method that iteratively assigns author mentions
to already discovered authors or starts a new one. Although computationally practical, this setting is more difficult than unsupervised
clustering. They classify a selection of names grouped by surname
and first initial. Other popular supervised approaches are by Wang
et al. [25], who stand out by using author affiliation history over
selected names and Onodera et al. [17], who use logistic regression
and include manual checking into their workflow. A sophisticated
semi-supervised solution is presented by Levin et al. [15]. They
use certain high-precision features like email-addresses to automatically create training data for their binary classifier. Blocking is
done by surname and the first two available initials. Unsupervised
approaches cluster author mentions into separate authors. Mostly
due to the effectiveness of co- and referenced authors as features,
a number of graph-based approaches have been suggested, among
them Tang and Walsh [23], a purely graph-based method that is

How to structure names, their variations and relations?
How to include name-matching in the blocking?
How do different blocking schemes perform?
Are there better blocking schemes?
Can name-matching substitute author annotation?
What impact has blocking on (the evaluation of) AND?
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applied in particular to the difficult case of Chinese names. Apparently they evaluate only two names. Other interesting approaches
are by Tang et al. [22], who use Markov Random Fields over selected names and Gurney et al. [6], who include name information
as features and focus on dealing with empty fields. The latter evaluate blocking by surname as well as surname and first initial. Schulz
et al. [20], acknowledge that "size dependent biases can skew aggregate algorithm performance measures". They also suggest using
name information unused in blocking to evaluate the precision of
their AND method. None of the above papers report blocking Precision or Recall and it is unclear if any group computes Recall over
the entire collection. Using only selected names obviously counteracts the evaluation of blocking schemes.
Blocking for Author Name Disambiguation. Most work on AND
does not put any focus on the blocking scheme and usually applies very simple options without discussing alternatives. A popular scheme is to generalize all names to surname, first initial (as
for example in [15]). In this case, only a marginal loss of Recall
is expected, but blocks can become extremely large for the most
frequent surnames like Wang, Lee or Smith. In the context of evaluating their AND method, Torvik and Smalheiser [24] actually determine Recall of this blocking scheme and report ∼ 98.8% due to
last name differences. We obtain similar numbers. Milojevic [16]
presents a simple baseline for AND, which amounts to evaluating
a blocking scheme with one or two initials in terms of Precision
and Recall. The option of using two initials already decreases the
maximal block size considerably. Unfortunately, Milojevic neither
uses Recall nor a large, popular dataset for evaluation. A recent
study by Kim [11], compares the distinction of authors by surname
and all first name initials against more complex AND approaches.
They shed a light on the impact of data selection and annotation
patterns on the performance of these methods. Another important
recent reference on blocking in the context of AND is by Kim, Sefid
and Giles [12]. They point out that ‘standard’ blocking means conjunctive combination of boolean predicates, i.e., surname (Doe) ∧
f irstInit (J ). Applying such ‘standard’ blocking implies that a block
contains exactly the set of names that generalize to a common ancestor name. What happens if a piece of information is not available (i.e., no first initial given), is usually not specified. In disjoint
blocking, blocks may overlap. According to Kim, Sefid and Giles,
disjoint blocks are rather inconvenient as one name might then be
assigned to different blocks. Instead of partitioning all mentions
by blocks, pairs of mentions are determined for which some AND
similarity is computed and a threshold is applied. The transitivity problem is not solved but postponed. Therefore, in our work,
we use conjunctive predicates. Related work on name-matching focuses on normalization issues. The best reference for this topic is
by Christen [1], who analyses the impact of many different sources
of error in name normalization. Like Gurney et al. [6], in our work,
we consider this problem already solved. Although they too focus
on these normalization problems, our work has many accordances
with work by Galvez and Moya-Anegón [5], who also use a graph
structure and rely on the notion of blocks being equivalence classes
over some relation. Instead of using a hierarchical structure as we
do, they define a finite-state machine that parses a name from left

Figure 2: Part of the graph structuring all name variations
to right and conflates different standards. In doing so, they basically combine normalization and name matching. However, they
do not investigate the use of this technique as a blocking method
for AND. Kardes et al. [10] discuss the implementation of graphbased blocking and also make use of the transitive closure to find
connected components in this graph.

3 GRAPH STRUCTURE OF NAME MATCHES
Author names can be represented as instantiations of a number of
types. Using up to three first names of an author, this results in
30 different types (see Figure 1) which could all reference the same
person, but have different completeness. The most general name is
the empty name and the most specific is a name like John Herbert
Walter Doe. A more frequent case is i.e., John H. Doe. We assume it
is not possible to specify a first name (by name or initial) without
having indicated the existence of all his previous first names (by
name or initial). So for example we have to assume that John W.
Doe is a different person than John H. W. Doe. Given pairs (N , N ′ )
over a set of names N , we make two important observations:
(1) Sometimes N and N ′ match
(2) Sometimes N is a parent of N ′
We say that N , N ′ match, if they could both refer to the same author, because their representations are not contradictory (in each
field they either share a value or the value is unspecified in at least
one of the two). We say N is a parent of N ′ if N is a direct generalization of N ′ , i.e., J. H. Doe is a direct generalization of John H.
Doe. The MATCH-relation is the set of all pairs (N , N ′ ) ∈ N × N
such that N and N ′ match. The PARENT relation is the set of all
pairs such that N is the parent of N ′ . Note that we consider name
matching a phenomenon, not a method. Blocking is the method
that derives a partitioning from this phenomenon.
To give structure to the MATCH relation, we want to describe it
with the help of the PARENT relation. The latter creates relatively
descriptive graphs as shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, we want to
achieve that by default, no matching names are split across blocks.
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Figure 3: Reachability is fully expressed without the transparent names, which however can be relevant when blocking (i.e.,
isolating A. Einstein). The framed nodes form a subgraph reduced by minimal spanning tree to hide irrelevant nodes.
⇐= names II observed hypothetical 1 hypothetical 2
⇐= names I observed hypothetical 1

Figure 4: Using the additional set B of hypothetical/unobserved names, the MATCH-relation becomes a subset of the BLOCKrelation. This is not the case in the traditional view on author name blocks. Note that the MATCH-relation is not transitive.
All names that are in the PARENT relation match (so PARENT is
a subset of MATCH). But not all names that match are in the PARENT relation (i.e., John Doe and J. H. Doe). However, given that the
PARENT relation forms a connected graph, all names that match
are in its symmetric transitive reflexive closure. We define this closure to be the BLOCK relation. Still, as discussed before, not necessarily all names in a block match (i.e., John Doe and Jack Doe).
Therefore, the MATCH relation is only a subset of the BLOCK relation. Being symmetric, transitive and reflexive, the BLOCK relation is an equivalence relation and partitions N into equivalence
classes. These coherences are displayed in Figure 4.
As seen in Figure 2, the PARENT relation can also be viewed as
a directed acyclic graph over N . We note that we reach a child by
either completing or adding an initial (if possible) and that its level
in the tree is the number of non-empty fields in its representation.
However, with the BLOCK and MATCH relation in mind, we have
to add hypothetical names unobserved in the collection to N in order to ensure connectivity. For example in Figure 3, if we have seen
Andrew Einstein and Andrew A. J. Einstein, we have to add Andrew
A. Einstein to be able to link the two by the PARENT relation. Or
if we have seen A. B. Einstein and Andrew Einstein, assuming both
would refer to the same person, the name Andrew B. Einstein would
be the most specific name to hypothesize for this person. It makes
sense to distinguish two types of hypothetical names:

introduces unnecessary combinations of non-matching names and
thereby lowers Precision of the resulting blocks. Nevertheless, this
is what is usually done in the literature, when only generalization
is applied to obtain blocks. Instead, we propose to add the most
general specification of every pair of names that could refer to the
same person. This really just models what follows from assuming
the two names to be co-referring: If J. H. Doe and John Doe refer to
the same author, so does John H. Doe (which is much less ambiguous than J. Doe). The BLOCK relation that we obtain from applying
the closure on the PARENT relation over N with both types of hypothetical names added is then in fact a superset of the MATCH
relation (Figure 4). This is a good starting point to apply different
blocking schemes that break up the initial BLOCK relation into
more convenient smaller parts (and sacrifice some matching pairs).
In order to fully represent the dataset in our name graph, we
store the frequency of a name in the respective node. We say a
node covers as many names as all of his children cover. A node
covers at least as many nodes as his frequency count. When we
add a name as a node to the graph, we increase the cover count
of each ancestor by the number of mentions of that name such
that the cover count of a name always gives the number of author
mentions that it generalizes. Hypothetical nodes have a frequency
of zero. To build the graph, we first include all observed names and
their ancestors, which roots the graph in the empty name. This
includes all hypothetical nodes of the first type as explained above.
Then we add all hypothetical nodes of the second type for each pair
of matching observed names. Finally, we remove all hypothetical
nodes that belong neither to the first nor the second type.

(1) Names that link observed names by being ‘between’ them
Andrew A. Einstein with Andrew Einstein and Andrew A. J. Einstein

(2) Names that link observed names by being ‘below’ them
Andrew B. Einstein with A. B. Einstein and Andrew Einstein

If we add only the first type of hypothetical names and apply the
PARENT relation, we are left with a number of acyclic subgraphs
rooted in the most general observed names. Applying the closure,
we obtain one block for each of these subgraphs. However, this
does not necessarily subsume the MATCH relation. For example if
J. Doe is not observed, J. H. Doe and John Doe are not connected and
therefore not in the same block even though they could refer to the
same person. If we wanted to achieve this, we could of course introduce a hypothetical J. Doe (their most specific generalization), but
this would also connect Jack Doe with the two. Adding hypothetical generalizations (that are not specifications of observed names)

4 BLOCKING IN THE NAME GRAPH
As has been briefly mentioned above, the traditional way to partition the set of names (and thereby author mentions) into blocks is
to generalize all names to a fixed type (i.e., J. H. Doe). However, this
is not necessarily satisfying as on the one hand J. H. Doe links many
names that are clearly not co-referring (i.e., Jack and John) and on
the other hand it is not clear what happens if an observed name
does not generalize to the fixed type (i.e., John Doe). To solve the latter problem, one might generalize to all available initials (i.e., John
Doe to J. Doe and John H. Doe to J. H. Doe), but this is incoherent
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Figure 5: The initial graph consists of a single, highly connected block (here reduced). Isolating all nodes without full first
name, we are left with twelve blocks – but names are separated that could actually refer to the same author. Counts are in
brackets; hypothetical nodes have no counts; (2/5) means two out of five mentions annotated with rID.
in that John H. Doe is a specification of both types. Therefore, we
propose a different formalism: We first model which names could
co-refer (the MATCH relation) with the help of the PARENT relation as described above. Then we apply the closure to the PARENT
relation to obtain a BLOCK relation with perfect Recall in terms of
name-matching (no matching names are split across blocks). The
BLOCK relation is an equivalence relation and partitions the set
of author names into equivalence classes (blocks). So any pair of
names for which there exists a connecting path in the graph has
to be in the same block. If there is a J. Doe, a Jack Doe and a John
H. Doe, then we would have to put them all in the same block to
avoid a possible loss in Recall. To some degree, this is not practical: in the extreme case, one unnamed author mention (a result of
anonymization) suffices to connect all names in the entire collection. Therefore, we allow blocking schemes to isolate names by detaching them from all parents and children. For example, we might
want to isolate all names without full first name as they are simply
too general. Figure 5 shows the subgraph under J. Doe and how it
is split up by isolating this unspecific name. A blocking scheme is
then simply the set S of names to isolate. This set is usually implicitly described but could also be described or extended in an explicit
way to account for particularly difficult cases. Isolated names are
then considered single blocks (i.e., only containing mentions with
the exact name J. Doe). This is not particularly satisfying, but at
least for popular names, there really is no alternative due to exploding computational complexity of AND.

(complete and initial). By subtracting the ADD relation from the
BLOCK relation, we implement the following blocking scheme:
• Reduce all names to their surname and all initials [inits]
We call this type of schemes field-isolate. These schemes are commonly found in the literature, although it is usually not mentioned
what happens with names that are in S.
Blocking scheme type ‘entropy-isolate’. There are more advanced
blocking schemes than fixed types. For example, Milojevic introduces a quite complicated scheme: (a) J. Doe generalizes to J. Doe,
(b) John Doe generalizes to J. Doe, (c) John H. Doe generalizes to J. H.
Doe unless there is no other J. X. Doe, in which case it generalizes
to J. Doe and (d) anything more general than J. Doe is not considered. Obviously, this approach is trying to utilize the second initial
if it helps discrimination among siblings and ignore it, if it only
separates child and parent (which by definition could both refer to
the same person). However, neither is the frequency of observation
considered, nor the full first name or any other additional information in the name. Also, the constant of one sibling being enough is
a rather arbitrary choice. Absorbing the basic idea, we introduce
a straightforward scheme called entropy-isolate. Here, we simply
calculate the normalized entropy H of the discrete probability distribution p N over the children C (N ) of name N and determine that
it should be isolated if H is above a certain threshold t:
∑
log(p N (N ′ ))
H (p N ) = −
p N (N ′ ) ·
log(|C (N )|)
′
N ∈C (N )

Blocking scheme type ‘field-isolate’. It can be observed that due
to the transitivity of the BLOCK relation, in large collections like
the Web of Science all names are somehow connected, like for example Jack Doe, J. H. Doe and John Doe connected by (hypothetical) nodes Jack H. Doe and John H. Doe. It is therefore practical to
take the risk of sacrificing some Recall by isolating certain highly
connected nodes in the graph to achieve a well-behaved partition.
As explained above, blocking means isolating in the PARENT relation all names from a set S (the blocking scheme) and applying the
reflexive symmetric transitive closure. We identify the following
obvious blocking schemes:

The distribution p N is over the cover counts of N ’s children. We
isolate S = {N : H (p N ) > t } and try the following values for t to
get an overview of the scheme’s behavior:
• 0 [e0], 0.5 [e5], 0.75 [e7], 0.875 [e8], 0.9375 [e9]
A higher threshold means accepting more competition among a
name’s children before we separate them by isolating their parent.

5 IMPLEMENTATIONAL DETAILS
The PARENT relation can be represented as a (sparse) boolean
|N | × |N | matrix. We create one such matrix for each surname,
such that N is only the set of names with the current surname.
All hypothetical ancestors of all observed names (type 1) and the
most general specification of all matching observed names (type
2) are also part of this matrix. We keep the information which of
the indices represent hypothetical names, such that we can select a
submatrix with the rest. We distinguish the matrix P, the reflexive
closure of the PARENT relation and the matrix Q, the symmetric

• S is all names without first initial [f2]
• S is all names without full first name [f3]
• S is all names without second initial [f4]
Instead of completely isolating names, we can also remove specific
connections. Here, we note that the PARENT relation is the union
of the ADD relation (add an initial) and the COMPLETE relation
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matrix
suboptimal Precision
suboptimal Recall
B M
blocks contain names that do not match
blocking separates matching names
B
G
blocks contain mentions with different rIDs
blocking separates mentions with the same rID
M G two mentions name-match but have different rIDs two mentions do not name-match but have same rID
Table 1: Different setups compared in our experiments.

scheme
description
f2
isolate all names without first initial (surname-first initial)
f3
isolate all names without full first name
f4
isolate all names without second initial
inits
reduce all names to surname and all initials
e0/5/
isolate all names with entropy of count
7/8/9
distribution over children smaller than t
Table 2: Blocking schemes compared in our experiments.

Figure 6: Evaluations B/G , B/M and M/G .
gold data differs considerably between different surnames. For example under the surname Alves, 2748 different names are counted
and 3933 author mentions have been assigned with an rID. Considering each name separately, the homonymy rate for this surname
is only 2% and the synonymy rate is only 12%. However, under
Becker, 2178 different names are counted and 2395 author mentions
have been assigned with an rID. The homonymy rate for this surname is 35% and the synonymy rate is 36%. Alternatively, Precision
and Recall of comparing name-matching directly against gold annotation ( M/G , Figure 11, see below) can be used as a measure for
homonymy and synonymy, respectively.

reflexive closure. To both, we apply the blocking scheme S by setting the respective rows and columns to zero, creating matrices P ′
and Q ′ . Then, we have to remove all hypothetical names that are
neither ‘between’ nor ‘below’ observed names. To obtain these, we
apply the transitive closure to P ′ which gives us the descendents
(and ancestors) of each name. As P ′ is a directed acyclic graph, the
closure can be calculated relatively efficiently [9, 18].Then, we identify all hypothetical names that (a) have no observed ancestors or
(b) have no observed descendents and at most one observed parent.
Then, we select the respective submatrix of Q ′ and apply the transitive closure. The complexity of this operation depends heavily on
the sparsity of the result matrix, which has been increased a lot by
applying the blocking scheme and deselecting all irrelevant hypothetical names. Although this is the bottleneck, it should be noted
that any blocking scheme that leads to problems at this point will
create much greater problems during AND. So feasibility is mostly
a question of selecting an appropriate blocking scheme. The result
of the transitive closure on Q ′ is the blocking matrix B that specifies for each pair of names under the current surname whether
they are in the same block. As every name can represent multiple
observed author mentions, we can multiply each cell in this matrix
with the product of the observation frequencies of the respective
two names to obtain the number of mention pairs in the same block
with the respective names: Bi,j := Bi,j · |Ni | · |N j |. This is relevant
for evaluation, where we compare B directly against other gold
standard matrices.

6.2 Experimental Setup
To evaluate a blocking scheme, we compare the following three
matrices corresponding to the three relations introduced earlier:
(1) Blocking matrix B (BLOCK)
Bi,j = 1 iff names i, j are in the same block
(2) Name-matching matrix M (MATCH)
Mi,j = 1 iff names i, j could refer to the same person
(3) Gold-standard matrix G (GOLD)
Gi,j = 1 iff mentions i, j have the same rID
We can compare all these matrices with one-another in terms of
Precision and Recall (Figure 6): B against M ( B/M ), B against G
( B/G ) and M against G ( M/G ). We note that B is over all observed
names with the current surname, whether one of the name’s mentions has been assigned an rID or not. The same holds for M. The
gold-standard G is over mentions, not names, and only those that
have been annotated with an rID. So for B/M , we can directly compare B and M. For B/G , we have to first expand B by using every
row as many times as the respective name has been annotated with
an rID. This is often zero times, which means removing the row.
For M/G , we do the same on M. Comparison B/M can be done
without any annotation and may be used to estimate expected loss
of Recall for a given blocking scheme. Comparison B/G is done
to get the exact performance if annotation is present. Comparison
M/G also requires annotation but is independent of the blocking
scheme. It allows to get an idea of the relationship between namematching and actual co-reference. Precision is the number of pairs
that are given in B ∩ M, B ∩ G and M ∩ G divided by the number
of pairs in B, B and M, respectively. Recall is number of pairs in
B ∩ M, B ∩ G and M ∩ G divided by number of pairs in M, G

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
6.1 Data
Our experiments are conducted on the Web of Science corpus with
more than 150 million author mentions. Over seven million of these
are annotated with researcherID’s (rID) that allow us to evaluate
the performance of different blocking schemes. Details regarding
the distribution of rID’s in the Web of Science are given in [13].
These ID’s establish the GOLD relation which holds between annotated author mentions: either a pair of mentions references the
same author (if their rID’s are the same) or not. The GOLD relation
is an equivalence relation and partitions the annotated portion of X
into gold blocks. The amount of homonymy and synonymy in the
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f2
f3
f4 inits e0
e5
e7
e8
sizes P R P R P R P R P R P R P R P R
1-10
11-25
26-50
51-100
101-250
251-500
501-1000

100 99 100 87
99 98 100 66
99 98 100 62
98 98 99 61
95 98 98 61
89 99 96 62
76 99 93 62

100 89 100 96 100 94
100 72 99 92 99 82
100 69 99 91 99 77
99 70 99 91 99 74
99 71 97 91 97 71
97 74 94 91 94 69
94 76 89 91 89 67

100 95 100 96
99 85 99 91
99 84 98 91
99 83 97 92
97 82 93 93
93 81 86 92
86 77 77 90

f3
#

name #rID
Wang 57k
Lee 35k
Kim 32k
Smith 13k
Santos 9k

99 97 58532
97 95 23074
95 96 16589
89 96 13018
79 97 9485
61 97 2833
42 97 1040

P
32
47
41
69
64

R
56
55
54
56
58

f4
P
35
38
32
76
66

R
65
72
69
91
81

inits
P
4
13
10
76
57

R
80
77
76
95
85

e0
P
9
41
15
67
62

R
57
55
54
55
56

e5
P
7
24
11
61
50

e7

R P R
66 na*
55 na*
56 na*
56 22 75
69 20 85

Table 4: Results for some of the most frequent surnames.
*not available due to excessive memory consumption

Table 3: Results for different problem size ranges.
Precision. However, as explained earlier, for blocking, we have to
focus mostly on Recall and computational complexity.
In Figure 7, we see that among blocking schemes of type ‘fieldisolate’, isolating all names without full first name (f3) gives worst
results in Recall. Isolating all names without second initial (f4) is
better in terms of Recall, but also not satisfying. Generalizing all
names to all available initials (inits) gives a Recall of about 90%
and, not surprisingly, generalizing all names to surname and first
initial by isolating all names with only surname (f2) has almost
perfect Recall when compared against the gold annotation. This
scheme has relatively low Precision, while the other ‘field-isolate’
schemes all have a very good average Precision of over 90%. The
computational complexity of a surname with one thousand different annotated authors exceeds one million in terms of squared size
of the largest created block for f2 but is very moderate for the
other schemes of the ‘field-isolate’ type. In Figure 8, we see that
among blocking schemes of type ‘entropy-isolate’, Recall generally
increases and Precision decreases with the threshold deployed in
the entropy criterion. The lower the threshold, the more blocks are
created. From this follows that the complexity increases with the
threshold, although e0, e5 and e7 are almost indistinguishable in
this respect. At first sight, it can be seen that Precision decreases
much faster for these schemes than for ‘field-isolate’, while Recall
values are more or less comparable. The complexity of ‘entropyisolate’ schemes is considerably higher than for ‘field-isolate’.
Comparing blocking against name-matching in B/M (Figures 9
and 10), we note that results are comparable to B/G (Figures 7 and
8). The order of performance is the same in both Recall and Precision and Precision values are almost identical. However, Recall
values differ more and are generally lower. This is not surprising
as perfect Recall in B/M is only possible if a lot of Precision is
sacrified. Exactly this point is displayed clearly in M/G (Figure 11),
where we can see that the transitive closure of name-matching necessarily connects a number of different authors that is increasing
with the popularity of a surname.

and G, respectively. This amounts to the pairwise-F1 metric [15].
Table 1 gives an intuitive explanation of the meaning of Precision
and Recall in the different comparisons.

6.3 Experiments
For our experiments, we normalize all names in the Web of Science into our name representation. For every blocking scheme S,
we then iterate over all distinct surnames l ∈ L for which there
is at least one mention with an annotated rID and calculate Precision and Recall for comparisons B/M , B/G and M/G . This leaves us
with one row of results for every pair in S ×L. As stated above, comparison M/G is indifferent to S. We also store the number of rIDs
annotated with the current surname to keep track of the problem
size. Separating problem sizes prevents frequent easy cases from
dominating the average results and is simply more informative. Finally, for every scheme S and every comparison, we plot the respective Precision and Recall value (one point per surname) against
the problem size. A moving average over these points allows for
clear analysis of how the performance of a blocking scheme relates to different problem sizes. Comparing these figures for different schemes gives an idea of a scheme’s usefulness. Furthermore,
for each problem size γ , we plot the average squared size of the
largest block over all names Nγ :
∑
N ∈Nγ maxB (|B|)2
complexity(γ ) =
|Nγ |
This number allows us to estimate a scheme’s complexity.

6.4 Results
Results of our experiments are displayed in Figures 7 ( B/G for ‘fieldisolate’ schemes), 8 ( B/G for ‘entropy-isolate’), 9 ( B/M for ‘fieldisolate’), 10 ( B/M for ‘entropy-isolate’) and 11 ( M/G ). We also report most of the numbers in Table 3. To include surnames with
more than 1000 authors, we show results for a selection of the most
popular surnames in Table 4. Generally, we view problem size of a
surname as number of annotated rID’s.
Obviously, in Figures 7 and 8, Precision and Recall are perfect for
surnames with just one rID. In general, the larger the blocks are,
the worse are results. This is expected as the problem gets more
difficult and pairwise evaluation leads to small mistakes having
greater consequences in larger blocks (more connections can be
missed and this number is squared). There is the usual trade-off
in Precision vs. Recall, so that blocking schemes that perform well
in one of the two measures are generally among the worse ones in
the other. For example in Figure 7, f2 has highest Recall and lowest

6.5 Discussion
Analyzing the blocking schemes to see which ones have the best
properties, we remember that Recall is more important than Precision. With that in mind, we can already eliminate schemes f 3, f4, e0
and e5 as we cannot accept about 20% mistakes (see Figures 7 and
8). Although these schemes are not as effective, it is interesting to
see Recall increasing for f3 and f4 at problem sizes larger than 100
different annotated authors. This can be explained by authors with
popular names being aware of the redundancy of their names and
therefore using more complete versions with full first name (f3)
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and/or second initial (f4). Precision is usually very good, but for
e8 it is much worse than for f2, although the latter has even better Recall. This and its bad complexity renders e8 useless. Having
a closer look at complexity, we note that it grows approximately
linearly for all schemes except f2, which already takes around one
million comparisons for surnames with around one thousand authors, growing fast. Therefore, f2 can be eliminated, too. Although
complexity of the entropy schemes is generally much higher than
for the field schemes (except f2), with around 100, 000 comparisons
for 1000 distinct authors, it appears acceptable for e7. We are left
with inits and e7. The latter has slightly better Recall but inits
has much better Precision. Ultimately, inits looks like the superior
blocking scheme, as it is also much cheaper complexity-wise (it creates smaller blocks) and Table 4 shows that it is clearly better than
e7 for some of the most frequent surnames. Still, e7 constitutes a
serious alternative.
Looking at B/M (Figures 9 and 10), we see that inits has less
mismatches in each block (because blocks are smaller), but it also
misses much more matches than e7. As annotation-based Recall is
hardly any worse for inits than for e7, either (a) matches missed by
inits are mostly irrelevant as they do not correspond to different
references to the same autor, or (b) they are relevant, but the annotation is such that these mismatches are not penalized (i.e., because
authors that annotate their rID also normalize their names (or this
is done automatically afterwards)). This would be in line with observations that often, there is just one or two annotated rIDs per
surname, and each is given many times to mentions with the exact same name. ORCID author identifiers should be comparable to
rID’s (see [13]). For these, Kim [11] has shown that performance
of the inits method compared to more complex approaches is dependent on the data selection, in particular the number of distinct
authors. This could justify e7 and the idea of entropy-isolate in
general. Another rather unexpected observation in B/M is that the
surname, first initial scheme (f2) has far from perfect Recall, which
suggests that there is a good number of cases where only the last
name is given – or different initials are used for the same person.
A likely explanation is that when comparing to the MATCH relation, an isolated surname accounts for a large number of missed
matches (pairings with all observed names below it). This can also
explain the low Recall values for inits in B/M .

Figure 7: B/G : Recall, Precision and complexity for blocking
of type ’field-isolate’ compared to GOLD annotation.

7 CONCLUSION
RQ1: How to structure names, their variations and relations? We
parse all names in the Web of Science into a format that allows to
specify a surname and up to three first names fully or by initial.
Specification in terms of adding or completing initials can be encoded in a PARENT relation defining a directed acyclic graph in
which a name’s children are its direct specifications.

Figure 8: B/G : Recall, Precision and complexity for blocking
of type ’entropy-isolate’ compared to MATCH relation.

RQ2: How to include name-matching in the blocking? Two names
match, if they are not contradictory. The MATCH relation is a subset of the BLOCK relation – the symmetric transitive closure of
the PARENT relation with two types of hypothetical (unobserved)
nodes added. Name-matching is not transitive, but as blocks partition the set of author mentions, we need to end up with equivalence classes defined by equivalence relations, which by definition have to be reflexive, symmetric – and transitive. Therefore,

we transform name-matching into blocking through the PARENT
relation and the transitive closure operation. We define blocking
schemes as sets of names to isolate in the graph, before generating blocks using the closure. Traditional blocking schemes can be
encoded in this framework.
RQ3: How do different blocking schemes perform? The BLOCK relation can be compared to the GOLD equivalence relation defined
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Figure 11: M/G : Recall and Precision for MATCH evaluated
against GOLD. The blocking scheme is irrelevant.
Isolating all names without full first name (f3) has surprisingly low
Recall. Unexpectedly, isolating all names without second initial (f4)
has better Recall than f3, although not all people even have a second name. Performance of different traditional schemes is strongly
influenced by conventions about which parts of a name are specified. This varies by culture (i.e., in China, first names are more
specific) and by surname frequency. In a human effort to reduce
entropy, frequent surnames are generally reported with more first
name information.
RQ4: Are there better blocking schemes? As ultimately, the purpose of names is to reduce entropy in a set of people, we have tested
a straightforward blocking scheme in which names are isolated if
their connecting more specific nodes introduces too much entropy
in terms of name-matching. Different values were tested for the
threshold and the best was 0.75. This scheme constitutes an alternative to the inits scheme. However, the latter still performs better
in our evaluation. In future work, it shall be determined whether
this is because it better models different authors or it better models
the annotation patterns in the WoS. Another task for the future is
to exploit the conceptional benefits of our framework (in which a
blocking scheme is nothing but a set S of names to isolate) and evaluate schemes that treat surnames differently depending on their
popularity or culture, perhaps even considering specific names or
groups of names for isolation.

Figure 9: B/M : Recall, Precision and complexity for blocking
of type ’field-isolate’ compared to GOLD annotation.

RQ5: Can name-matching substitute author annotation? The MATCH relation can be compared against the GOLD relation to see
how name-matching and author identification (or at least author
annotation) correlate. Also, one can compare the results B/G (Figures 7 and 8) of different blocking schemes given the GOLD relation against the results B/M (Figures 9 and 10) of these schemes
given the MATCH relation. A general limitation is that MATCH
– in contrast to GOLD – is not an equivalence relation. For this
reason, we see in B/G that the MATCH relation includes almost
all pairs that need to be found (close to perfect Recall) but introduces an expected growing number of mismatches as all contradictory matches are included (i.e., J. Doe is John Doe and Jack Doe
at the same time). However, based on the indirect comparison B/G
vs. B/M , we can say that name-matching is an acceptable way for
preliminary evaluation of blocking schemes if author annotation
is not available: results of B/M suffice to determine the order of
results in B/G . Together with observing the complexity of different schemes, this should be enough to select the best of a number of schemes compared. In the AND setting, blocking inevitably
combines names that do not match. The phenomenon is quantified in B/M . M/G (Figure 11) shows that names referring to the
same author almost always match (Recall in B/M ). Naturally, not

Figure 10: B/M : Recall, Precision and complexity for blocking
of type ’entropy-isolate’ compared to MATCH relation.
by annotated rIDs in the Web of Science. It can also be compared
to the MATCH relation. Among traditional blocking schemes, generalizing all first names to their initials (inits) is clearly the best
choice, although this separates mentions of the same author when
a different number of initials is specified. Generalizing all names
to surname, first initial (f2) is too expensive for frequent names.
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all matching names refer to the same author (Precision in B/M ).
Generally speaking, an AND method should not group mentions
of authors whose names do not match. Therefore, we can use the
MATCH-relation to obtain a Precision value for AND methods, as
suggested by Schulz et al. [20]. Unfortunately, there is a tradeoff
with Recall, which is not available in this setup (separated matching names are not necessarily mistakes), so we cannot use MATCH
as a proxy for optimizing AND.
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RQ6: What impact has blocking on (the evaluation of) AND?. In
the blocking and disambiguation setup, there are a number of different options to obtain Precision and Recall values. For blocking,
there is no choice: Precision values are computed for each block
and may then be aggregated (weighted or separated by problem
size). We have to evaluate bRec with reference to a larger context,
here the entire collection. Aggregating disambiguation Precision
(dRec), it is important to weight the values by squared cluster/block
size – or to report them separately for each size. Otherwise, easy
problems will dominate the average due to the Zipfian distribution
of block sizes [15, 20]. Precision of a larger context (i.e., the current
block) is equivalent to the weighted average of the smaller components’ Precision (i.e all authors in this block). Disambiguation
Recall (dRec) is most critical: If computed for each block and then
aggregated, it misses connections across blocks. Therefore, Recall
should always be computed for the entire collection. If Precision
and Recall are computed as recommended above, bPrec sets a lower
bound on dPrec and bRec sets an upper bound on dRec. This is the
impact of blocking on author disambiguation. A combination of
Precision and Recall in the F-measure only makes sense if both are
determined over the same set. Both blocking and disambiguation
are evaluated based on gold author identifiers. When it comes to
AND, one might think that initially, Precision is zero and Recall
is one. However, the contrary is true: Our evaluation has shown
that usually, bPrec is already close to one and bRec is considerably
lower than one as blocking always misses a number of author pairs.
Still, many AND papers do not use their blocking as a baseline. Perhaps it would be best to report gain in Precision and loss in Recall
in a pre-post comparison. The case of high bPrec holds in particular for the frequent case of less popular names. These have much
higher bPrec than popular names (Recall is only slightly lower for
popular names). Clearly, AND is particularly useful for popular
names and methods should be developed focusing on such names.
We stress once more that there are two potential confounders for
high Precision of AND: (a) High bPrec (data and blocking), (b) unweighted average over a Zipfian distribution of problem sizes (data
and evaluation). Furthermore, there is a danger of confusion over
the actual number of mistakes when average Recall values are reported. Finally, author names contain some of the most specific information to discriminate different authors. Due to their transitive
nature, blocks alone do not do justice to the fact that this information is best suited for pairwise comparisons. Therefore, besides
blocking, we also recommend using names as features in AND.
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